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OF THE PriELIMINARY STUDY Oil THE TEChNI-OE OF 
PROGRAITIING ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

This. Study is .a logical continuation of the analysis of 

economic development in Latin America carried out in earlier 

studies of the ocenomic problons of Latin America,l/and in the 

ECOnomic Survey of Latin AMerica 19511952 .(document E/CN.12/291), 

which is also being submitted to the Fifth Session of the 

Commission, In this Study, a new programming methodology is 

presented, based on the analysis of the problem of economic 

development, The positive and negative factors influencing 

such development in Latin America were analysed in these 

documents and the need to accelerate growth was emphasized, 

A further step in this direction is taken in the present text 

For the .frst time, un attempt is made to show how that 

development cm be accelerated by programmes which are 

applicable to prevailing economic and social conditions in 

the region, wich this objective in view, the method,)1o,ical 

principles which could be used to formulate such programmes 

are outlined, and their a )plication to concrete eases, selected 

solely as examples, is considered, 

The Study consists of two parts, the First of which 

describes the general methodology, and the second illustrates 

its application in the case of Chilean economy. This summary 

refers only to the Cirst part, and, for the sake of clarity, 

it is divided into suctions corresponding to the chapters of 

the work itse12. 

1, Principal Problems of the Preliminary Technique of  
PrograraiTg7-7  
It. is pointed out that the formulation of programmes of 

devolE4pment does not necessarily imply a greater degree of 

1/ See Economic Development of Latin America and Its Principal 
Probi77677ocument E/CN.12789), Economic Survey of Latin 
NE77177-1949 .(document E/ON.12/164/Rev,1) andagUreTI-611  
ana Practical Problems of Economic Development (document 
777N,12/221). 

/State intervention 
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is quite •apprecialAe •and-..the•.populn;tion cannot be easily 

persuaded to. chance 	consumption end .saVing;;;, habits unless 

there is a substantial modification in the quantity or 

distribution of the gross product..However,. its • present 

pattern of distribution in -Latin America . would enable a much 

higher saving coefficient than that currently •prevailing.. in 
the high-income groups. . 	. . 

It was therefore considered necessary to obtain •  •a•.' • 

supplement of foreign capital for a_transition period. in order 
to accelerate development. 	The aim-is to-expand the gross 

product more rapidly by means of foreign capital, so that it 
can reach a. level of output beyond .which domestic saving would 

be sufficient to meet tne)aecessary investment to maintain 

growth at this higher rate... The p eriod required to attain the 

coefficient of necessary saving by the now rate of growth is 

known as the "period_ of transition". in the programme. 
In a programme financed partly by foreign capital it is 

essential to restrict the expansion of consumption commensurately 
• With the increase of thegross product, designating a higher 

proportion than previously for saving., ,Otherwise the .inflow 

OP foreign capital would have to be maintained indefinitely, 

and this would be impracticable, owing to the rising burden of 

the commensurate remittances of profits and interest abroad. 

In view of the4ersistenco of the paterns of .consumption 
and saving, it cm hardly be axpected that the saving 
coefficient would rise spontaneously. 	It has been suggested 

that inflation, by redistributing the gross product in favour 
of social groups with A higher capacity, to say, would-be a 

means of increasing the coefficient,. Jlowever, .--to judge by 
1/ 	• recent experience in -1.'xico for instance 	-- it would seem, 

that the soci-ti cost of this method of increasing saving is 

excessive in relation to the minimized improvoment in the 

welfare for the mass of the •population.. • 

1/ 	Economic  Survoy of hitin :neric?, 1952 	.CN.12/291) 
.Ch.pter II 

/The ..mothdds 
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calculate the probable increase in the growth of demand'fbr 
the goods iMported at pr-eSC,_:nt and the Pro6aUle'expnnsilonof 

the Cpacity tt.•import.• The differeaqa:r betwenpothestimates 

is equivalent to the volume of imports which must 	be 
substituted. 

The selection of the -types' of imports' which mist:be 

substituted is, .closely relate.d with an,;even:greater problem, 
nam.41yipn estimate of the expansion of demand for goods and 

services by sectors so as to calculate the amount of 
investment required in eich sector: 	Probable futurt daMand 
in each sector 'cannot..bo'projected before .the rate of ovpr-

all growth desired is determined. It is necessary to go from 

the general to the specific in arde td return inter to the 
geriera.1 projections ynd rfiko tht neceoyadjustments. 

This presupposes the c-aculation of coefficients of input 

requirements of capital, 1::, bour, energy, raw material's 	etc., 

pc,,r unit of output in each activity. 	However,, this estimate 
cannot-be made sep,-artely from the analysis of labour force 

availability and its productivity carried out in an earlier 
stiadc5ty made bythe Cetmise 	1/lan. 	It was indict 	in this 

study that, there, are two st-ages in economic development and 

the assimilation of technique. 	In the first stage, there is 
an excess of labour in prim'Iry activities. 	the-popuintion 

is diS'placed fromthese to other activities where. productivity 

average productivity rises in the economy as 
whole. 	in the second stJge, having exhusted'the labour 

surplus there re no. &Jor:displements nor' increases! -of 
productivit7 arising-from the mere transfer of labour. 

Latin America as a whole is still in the first stage and 
ddhsequen-61y•the litititin'T.2:ctOr in commic.d'evelopment is 
the vail.ability of .c,pital and not of,lbour., 	This is one 
of the basic reasons for the formultion of aggregate 
programmes'and.no€ par'tial 	 not 

"Edonellud at tvoy'of hatin . imirica (duCliment-E/0.12/164/Rev.1) 

/possible to 
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Three Schematid TyL.3 of Pessible•Devlopment  

of Productivity. 

t 

PJr .aci)ita 
Stock of 

1,000 

Output 
cnpital 	Per ca Output-capital 

• - ratio 	• 
2,000 

wirst type 

1,000 500 0.50 
2,000- 1,500 0.75 

Increment 1,000 1,000 ' 	1.00 

Second typo 

1,000 500 0 .50 
2,000 1.000 0.50 

Increment 1,000. . 500 0.50 

Third type 

1,000 500 0.50 
2,000 800 01040 

Increment 1,000 300 0.30 

Techni61 pr,. Tress historicilly enabled entrepreneurs to 

reduce their. cests-by, rising Cpitd1 density even though" the 
output-cpital 	 The resulting increase 

of labour productitity contributed to raising the goneral wage 

level over the lc it period and-..acblerating the increase- of 

capital.dOnsity.-in•11 br.uachds of the eCbnomy. 

The shortage al c.?,pital- in underdeveloped. countries calls 

for higher output-canitl rf:Itib,investmeaLs in each production 
• . 	• 	. sector tiTan:ire•fbund.  ir.Ldorresponding 7Ictivities in other 

countries, even when the -Output per npita is not so high, 

since the nlaximum 	product per worker ceu only o obtained 
by ma).,7iMizIng •capitl productivity for tile economy as a whole. 

/It is 
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this casephile -.- to applythe Methods outlined above...-It:was 

not the purpose ofstne Gommissioa_to - formUlatea programme,of 

deyelopmentJon.this-country,-but : only:teoutline a .series of 

projections with a view to illustrating the fundamental problems 
whickpo,uld be dealt with in programming technique, Since7Chile 

is an interesting example as a-country whose growth could be 

accelerated if the limiting.factors were effectively handled. 

The case of Brazil is also studied in broad lines and will be 

.considered .in ,dotaillater.7-- With this purpose in mind, the 

Secretariat of the Commission has already made arrangements with 

the now Economic Development Bank in thatcountry,. 

Before analysing the case of Chile and BraZil, it is necessary 

to consider, certain aspects of economic development in Latin 

rnericta as.a whole, and to determine past and potential rates of 

growth in comparison with more highly developed 1areas.- it is also 

necessary to ascertain present and potential investment efforts, 

and what level foreign, capital investment would. have to attain 

during the initial transition period. Other problems which must 

bp. reviewed are the present and potential effects of the limiting 

factor of foreign trade and the probable trends of structural 

changes in the economy which will have to be made in order to 

attain a higher rate of growth. Similarly, it is necessary to 

study what increments in labour productivity would be required by 

this rate of development, with a given rate of growth of .the 

labour force,.and which, would be the displacement from agriculture 

to ether. activities. Lastly, it is necessary to consider what new 

complications the instability of Latin-American countries adds to 

the task of programming. 

In the first place, it is necessary, to ascertain whether the 

rate of growth in Lati4 flic4Ac.;:has„beensAisfatary and to. 

determinethe criterion, pn which4he decisiondepends. 

Between 1925 and 1951 the gros;5igogg.aphic.product,pf . Latin 

America rose 4.7 per cent annually, which corresponds to a per 
capita rate of 2.5 par cent (see Plate 1) and is equivalent to 

the rate of growth of the United State s durin7 the period 

/1869-1883; 
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Fri 	ens  of tbc Gross Product and Per  CajDats Consurimtion 

and thc Coefficient of Friva.to*Saving 

Coefficient of private 
Consumption 	- 	saving. 

Gross 
Years product 

1st 
. case 

' 2nd  
Case 

1st 
Case 

' 	: 	2nd 
• case 

1953 255  213 213 16,5  16,5 
1960 337 270 . 	:. 276 	' 20,0 ' 18,0 

1967  445 . 	,:35ti '356-  2(7;0 ' : .20,0 

—_;varn,p-,o Linnur:l R -Ite of Growth of the Gross Product and of 

Per CapitnConsumption 

Periods 	 Gross product 	 Consumption 

1st 
da_se 

2nd 
case 

1953-1960 

1960-1967 

.ifter 1967 	. 

4,1 

4.1 

4,1 	• 

3,4 
4,1, 

4,1 

3,e 

4,1 

In the first case, ps may be scion from the table.l. the 

growth of consumption w.-Is slower until 1960, but more rapid 

during the seven fol1owin7 	dridicAing the advantages of 

'gre.:ter initial domestic saving.. This is all the'moro.importnt 

taking into account that a greater inflow of o.pital represents 

a he avier burden of reittances of profits and interest. Indeed, 

assuming that the .r .to of yield:  of. foreign ca.pitn1 was 7.5 per 
cent .-(experienced in 1946-52), remittancds'ef profits and 

intcr,.5st' by 1960 would absorb 27.61.)er-aent of the capncity, 

for extenal payments in Latin :,merica v  in the first 'case, and 

50 per cent - thereof in the second case. Even assuming that the 

r-ite of yield were 5.5 po: cent;  (if the new foreign capital 
compris ed, public inte7ntioni debTtissus) these.remittances 

would red-ucd.  the c-p.acity fDr. oxternal p2,yMents by 20 per cent 

in the first cse, and 31 per cent in the second c ase. 

The difference in the rate of :7rowth between th,3 cnpacity 

to import and the gross product, as in the case indicated, 

/makes it 
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output -cepitel ratio.dversely. It might be contend 	tht 

thiS coefficient of -imports is , similar.to,tht of the United 

States during the twenties, but it.is not only necessary to - 

bear in mind the 'fa,veurnblo conditions for development, 

encountered there at- thet time, and also an institutional.  

fn-dter of 'reater-impol'tance. The United States was able to 

reduCe'the reltive importanco,ofits internntionl trade to 

such nn'extc:int due to free uttlizatonof its west resources 

o or en extensive territory, asseci7Ited.with intensive 

inte&ytion; On the other bend, 1,tin:merica's economic 

development is being effebt=:d within water-tight compartments, 

end. itis possible th t acu.countries. are roabhing a stage in 

Which the libitation of their mrkts pinces e serious obstacle 

on tho-nccoleratien of growth. :Jicther,of the more serious 

obstcles to Latin AMerica's future develepmnt is the 

rolf:tivoly slow rate: of expansion of agricultural production. 

Even though the inceme-clasticity for.fpodstuffs is low 

(more or loss. 0.6 for Latin eeeric' as 	whole) , 	mnwal 

increment in the per cpiti product-:of 4.1 per cent during the 

next twenty-five years would require the trebling of the 

prosht level of agricultural :)roducti -)n. 

The question of 'increasing agricultural output to the 

extent indicatod does net involve 71 prblom of labour force. 

On the contrJry, ,as c pitq1 density rises and the difference 

in ciatput per worker 'in agriculture, .n.s.compar d with other 

activities, decreases, the: prportion of .pesons gainfully 

employed in'ngriculturo will -tend te decline. :.,ssuming that ' 

prodiactivity per worker increases at en annual average rote 

of 4.3 per cent for the next twenty-fivo years this proportion 

might decrcnso from 58 to 41 per cent.. Hence, the labour 

force in 7griculture 	else rise from 33.1 millions in 

1952, to 40. millions in 1-977' wheroes in other activities it 

would ihcronse from 24.9 millions to 57.5 millions. 

qf the individualsecters 
, 

are interdepondnt,..[.,nd 	.e'r4er.tin. o certain. degree of 

/accurncy, Yenx • 
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foreign instability 	The gdner'al aim of a rogramme should 

not only be ,c-ncerned 1.ith oLtaininas high a rate of 

development as is practicable, but should ensure that the rate 

is uniform and orderly, IThrkedty a minimum of fludtua.t_nn. a 

compens-tcry policy e] public investment would be of appreciable 

value in this connexion. Similarly, international action may 

contribute efficiently to this purpose by giving a compens-.t-ry 

role to international capital movements which thus for have 

tended to accentuate the phases of . prosperity and depression. 

The application of General Protections  

General prjectiens for, Latin America  are designed solely 

with a view to presentin•th.prblems encountered in programming 

development in each J.:f the'cuntries. of this region. :,n•a.nalysis 

of the specific CSJS sh:...uld now be considered. 

-• 	 In theirst 	it is essential te 

determine the probable.rte:.of growth fc,r the veriod 1950-1962. 

This should tke into -account p.:.1.st tendencies. as. was pointed 

out in the Economic purv ey 1951-52, Brazil, during the past 

five years,has tended te attain a very high rate of per capita 

growth-of the gross product, namely, 5.7 per cent annually. 

This, rate is the result of etriterdin-lry 'Conditions which are 

outlined in that documen. It would thrjfre ;00 ise to use 

a lower rOde to c..lculote tkic- projections. f growth. 

• Fr the c-,11culti....n I. the r.:Lo. of growth it was first.-  

necessary to estimte the cpital rogrired to attin:it. 

during the pst two ycrs , had. -1 coefficient of investment of a 

about 20 per cent, with the assist moe of foreign lorAns. This 

coefficient might be m-,intAtA, ena bling the country to grow 

at an :Jan.u -11 	 rote of 6.2 per cent, by me ans of for.eign 

capital supp14ments amounting tL '..)C0 million dollars between 

1953 and 1957. -t the close of that yc -.1r, the period of tr 

transition e-C1.1d 	 during . which ErAzil wuld 

have hacf to make an offort to i ise its. cfficibnt of private 

saving to 20 per cent. 

The improv.::mtt in the.output-c-,,pit.-11..rAio - -- which is at 

/present 0,40 

• 
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On the 	cf the projected growth of the gross product, 

the dem -ind for goods, which -re imported -it present was 

c -ilculted 	compared with the projection of the capacity to 

import, in order to dotemine the doP.ree of substitution 

required if the two projections are to be compatible witi one 

-mother. The result of these c -,lculE-.,ti(ms is summorized in 

the following tnble: 

T:blo 2:- Hy7othesis  of the Capacity  to  Import end Of the 

Growth  of Domend for Goods which ore Iportod et  

Present' 

Percentage increment  

1950 	1962 	Annu(al 	Aggregate  

(thu,73,?ndo of millions 
of ortioiros et 1950 

prices) 

goods imvc(f,d ',f, 	

626.1 
.:,, xports 	 3 ,̀ ,9 	 2,3 

C ,.city to iLin - , 	37.2 	 2.3 

Requirements of 

present 	 30.5 	'00.3 

Substitutions required 	 18.2 

Coof_ici,-nt f i.;1; its 
p,rcLrlt.., in reltti-n 
t) gross pr-, duct 	11.5 

30,7 
30.7 

7.1 	 97.7 

7.5 	 —3.5 

It isovid,Jn-,, 	t.o nod. for substitution is substantial. 

Of the 29.6 tJous-alci million cruzeiros of demend for goods 

imported 	present only one third could continue to be imported 

end the rem-tinder would hove to be supplied by d-,mestic output. 

It now remnins tr. consider the -:enore1 trend of thas 

substitutions. Post ex„)Jrionce will be rLli.A upon, and certain 

more or less 	 conco:ning the future • In 

short, the conclusions ,re os follows: 	imports cf 

griculturel products 	h.lve to c:ntinue 	increase; b) the 

substitution of in:lustr-1 	now imucrtd will have to 

be effected very intensively (m-lauf'tctured, semi-m.muf-Ictured 

/and rnw 
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- reliminary survey must then be made of the 1)ossibilities 

of substitution by Sectors. In the case of ,:7;ricultural roi!ucts 

products, two basic =Assumptions were adOpted: 

a) that the income-el,?.sticity of demand .was 0.7 for non-

manufctur d foodstuffs and 1.2 for manufactured foodstuffs 

(the former would have declined to 	by 19 4, 

b) national domestic wheat r>roduction would rise.  from 

600,000 tons in 1952 to 1 million in 1962. The following table 

was drown up on the basis of these dote. 

Table 41 Prcletion of OutrAlt 	Forein Trade in _gridultural 
Products, on the livv_:ethesis of Moderato Development  

. 1950 	1962 	..nnull percentual 
(mirnons of 	rote of incre=ase  
cruzeiros at 
1950 prices) 

Output for domestic consunr-tion: 

Foodstuffs of vec,.::,table 
c rid in 

materials of vege-
table ori7;in 

30,337 

4,404 

50,607 

9,181 ' 

4.3 

6.3 
Foodstuffs and raw 

materials of 
anima-;l origin 9,991 16,953 4f5 

Output for expots 
iJroclucer pr ices) 16,861 21,(A)7 :2.3 

Total output 61,61.2 9,8,548 
4.

0 

Output for domestic 
consumption 44,732 76,941 4.6 

Imports 3,142 4,457 3.0 

Domestic suply 47,874 81,398 4.5 

Source: United Nations L'conomic Commission for Latin :Lmerica 

In order to obtain arate rowth of 4.5 per cent in the 

domestic supjy of ricultural products hich would be required, 

by the growth of demand for foodstuffs ,,nd raw materials on the 

assumption of moderate development, it would be necessary to 

increase imports of these :wads at a rate 	3 per cent, 

providing domestic l'oduction of Wheat does riot exceed one 

million tons. 

/In the c so 
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Table 5: Increment of the TrouEf of ctivities- indicated  in 

the Hypothesis of Moderate Develoment 

Percenta7e incr—se in 1953-62  

Crop and livestock 
activities 

Consumer manuir ctur s 

Capital m-nuf ctur,s 

Total m:nufcturinF 

126 

160 

1.ctivities 134 

Truisport 85 

Elec6T-ic power 140 

Residential bailing 50 

Source, : Unit - d i\Ttions economic Comoission for Latin .:rm.3rica 

Capital requircmenUs by sectors for this hypothesis would 

be as follows: 

U 
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designed to increase efficiency in the use of equipment. 

• • b) Chile. In the Case.  of Chile , growth has been slower. 

In the Economic Surve .  of 1949, reference was made to the 

remarkable effects of the:Lworld depression and the nitrate crisis 

which had occurred Previously.. Chile 	economy has not entirely 

recovered from these catsstrophies. The capacity for external 

payments, which represented 55 per cent of the gross product in 

1925-29, declined to 25 per cent thereof in 1952, when the terms 

of trade were 39 per cent lower than in the pre-crisis period. 

The coefficient of inveStment has not regained it former level. 

The average proportion at imTestrc:ent in relation to the gross 

product, was 13.3 percent in 1952, as compared with 17.8 per 

cent in 125-29. 

This eccplains the dilatoriness of the recent rate of groT-Tth 

of the gross product, Afrch was 2.5 per cent annually between 

1940 and 1952. There are two main obstacles to its acceleration, 

namely, the need for a foreign cApitni supplement, and the 

difficulties of import substitution. 

It is assumed that in 1952 a programme is introduced with 

a view to obtaininv, an annual rate of growth of 4,5  per cent 

(equivalent to 3.8 per cent for the period 1950-621  the 

difference deriving from a projected faster rate of depreciation. 

If the gross product be us to rise at th.t3 rate and consumpi4on 

follows the moderate rate indicated below, beginning in 1953, a 

foreign capital inflow of apProxi=tely 173 million dollars (at 

1950 -prices) would be required to maintain it during the seven-

year period of transition (cubing in 1957). 

As was pointed out above, the amount of foreign capital . 

investent would depend not only on the Period of transition, but 

/also on 
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As in the case of Jrazii, deinand. for goods which are at present 

iported and the capacity to .import were both projected with a 

view to determining the degree. of substitution. Three 

hypotheses of growth of the capacity to import were analysed, 

together with two for the growth of imports, that is, moderate 

and =xi= growth of the gros product. In the hypothesis of 

niaxiruca growth of the. capacity to import, the latter would. rise 

by 3.1 per cent annually, whereas, with nod orate development it 

would be 2.1 per cent arIhr7A11,2- , and the :ainLaur:Y1.2 ger cent 

annually. The hynotiosPa a dwd. 	greth. of the gross 

product would increase P e:Lia.nJ for -ocds wPioh are at ores ent 

iiporte,c7. by 3.8 per cent LInually, whereas in the hypothesis 

of -1,o,xir11= r.rowth it •Jould be 6.2 '.)er cent annually. Substitution 

requireents obtined frem the co]A)inctions of the different 

hypotheses are shown in bh a following table. 

Table 7: Effert of ::ubstitution RequJredinrifforent 
1-1,,mothescs of7:Trowtb in teC;ross reaTict and • 

the CaacLcty to T.,-,,ert 

  

(no percentaes of total ._7.,e. lanc.'•. for goods which 
are at present imported in the event of there 
being no farther substitution .until 1962) 

Growth of the eannit7 to imPart 	Growt. of the gross  Product  
bderate 	 1ximuzl  

1, aximu,:ii 	 24 	 56 
Moderate 	 e 3L •• 	 62 
T:j_nium • 	 0 	 67 
Nil 	 51 	 72 

Source: 	United Nations Economic Cor.-:lission for 
Latin Anerica. 

It is evident that the changes in the structure of .out=put 

(and of consunption to a great extent) which. are required to 

substitute 24 Cr cent 	i:Tports, are fj,r less than would be 

/required for 
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a) the probablo demand :pattern of consumers in the case of 

consumer ,g00 ',LS and cervices, and ID) certain inter-relations of 

intermediate °canal:lie activities in the case of goods and 

services required in the production process (raw materials, 

energy, capital goods etc.). 

Consumer demand may be projected on the basis of a 

calculation of the income-elasticity of demand for finished 

goods. These coefficients could then be adjusted by relative 

price moverr,ents and the distribUtion of 

The inter-relations of the different branches of output 

which could be used in orojecting demand for intermediate goods 

could be reduced to input-output co(.-;f2icients, given certain 

assumptions concerniro; present techno3..ozy and its probable trends. 

The s,irojection f demoo.d for capita3.. !!!;ood_s is a question apart, 

which 'ioust be considered: separately below. For the time being, 

however, it 	he said thlt, the projection is 'oased on an 

esti ate of equip7iient needs for replacement and on coefficients 

of outout to capoeity, by activity. 

In order to idont-.'_fp the sectors where production would have 

to increase in res2oilse to the increment of demand, it is 

essential to break down the Frice of each finished consumer 

Product into its c.0onent -oarts. This would enable the 

projection of the cycowth of each ef these narts. 

The same nothods -Jould he followed to reject demand for 

agricultural -,)rodvets, manufactured consullor poTh, and goods 

absorbed in the productive process, as well as services. 

The low incooJc-elasticity of demand for foodstuffs accounts 

largely. for most of tw difficulties .encou,:itered in development 

pregraraes for the ,71.c.ultural'.:sectorohich: do not take into 

account the-2:ener 	rate ..Of....reWth'olf• -C=re 	 • 1:,oreoyer; 

/feodstuf f. requirements 
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changes effected on an income . of. 200 dollars by a 50. per cent 

increase in the-per capita product, would. differ •greatly from 

those which would occur in the case of an income of 300 dollars. 

A third-7)oint should be •mentioned concerning• the irregular 

behaviour of deMand in certain countries '(such as Argentina). 

In order to •pas.) from the projectien•of total demand for • 

foodstuffs to that for each type of foodstuffs, it is necessary 

to 'bear in mind certain individual coefficients and the process 

of subStitution of loWer quality or •priced foodstuffs by those 

of a higher price Or 'a hicher quality. These latter generally 

have a far higher incoe-elasticity of demand than unity, 

whereas the 'former are lower than unity and tend. to become nil 

or even negative in the course of development. 

The'n.ostitution of low-Toade foodstuffs, however, can be 

entirely subverted by changes in relative prices or in the 

distribution .of income. Consequently.  the income-elasticity 

coefficic:Its of demand ,are of limited use in the case of 

foodstuffs which are easily substituted and,when..the real 

conditions of supply are unknown. However., they are of 

undoubted importance when it is reciembered that to study. supply 

it •Is essential to begin with a notion of the total expenditure 

of the population in a , iven sector and to obGain a first 

approximation of the consumer trends in distribution of that 

expenditure. 

.7:n contrast with ex.. nditure on foodstuffs, that on 

manufactured products grows :Jar° than proportionately in 

relation to the real product. This high income-elasticity of 

demand for manufactures is due to industry's dynamic role in 

in economic development. The demand for manufactures, contrary 

to what has occurroj in the , case of foodstuff 	cannot be 

/consirierod as 
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product where the articles are used for multiple purposes, 

that is to say, -where they are used in the production of 

consumer goods or where they are intermediary goods. In the 

first instance,. of which woodpulp for paper is a typical 

example, the estimate was made in terms of the growth of 

demand for the finished prodUct, adjusted by technological 

changes which could be foreseen and which would alter the 

volume of raw material per unit of finished product. 

In the case of int€rmediary goods used for several purposes, 

demand is influenced not only by the growth of manufacturing 

output, but also by changes in the structure of that output. 

ferhaps the mostcompiex case is that of metallurgical products 

where the projection would have to be baSed on a study of demand 

for: a) finished goods, in which metals are the main raw 

material; b) building materials, and c) equipment. The first 
group can he easil projected according to what has'been 

explained above. In the second group, it would be necessary to 

project demand for residential building and building in other 

secto7s separately, including government building, which would 

depend on the respective level of investment foreseen. The 

third group, that is, demand for equipment, requireS an analysis 

of the expansion projects for all the productive sectors. 

The share of services in the gross product tends.to 

increase with- urbanization and the increase in the real per 

capita product. However, it is not easy to measure the 

volume of services rationally, and consequently the analysis 

must normally be based on total expenditure on services 

by the population which, from the dynamic standpoint, is not 

the same thin;. In order to compare the changes in expenditure 

on services with that for other purposes, it would be necessary 

to take into account: a) the possible alterations of relative 

/prices, and 
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Demand for professional services and particularly for 

entertainment has a very high income-elasticity. An approximate 

estimate of the coefficient of demand for entertainment in Brazil 

shows 4.5. 

The amount of domestic services depends fundamentally on 

supply conditions. The rising prices of these services, 

associated with development, takes place through a progressive 

substitution of services rendered individually, to others.  

rendered collectively, such as is the case of restaurants, 

laundries etc. 

Among the intermediDry services;,, the most important are 

transport and enery. The greater difficulty arising in the 

projection of demand for transport lies in the fact that it 

requires a regional s-aalysis of development. The projection of 

demcHdl for enemy sloe calls for a regional analysis which is 

all the more important since the location of the source of 

energy is of decisive importance for remaining ?reductive 

activities. Demand forecasts for energy by industry, transport 

and agriculture can be obtained from the corresponding projections 

for these sectors. Hv7ever, it im essential to take into account 

the probable changes in the structure of output in order to 

determine the composition of such demand. Generally speaking, 

industrial demand for energy tends to rise more intensely than 

manufacturing output, 	this rate depends on the type of 

industries wTdch are developing most rapidly. 

The problem of determining the optimum volume of 

governmental services is very complex and its solution does not 

lie only in economic r:riteria.- In a. development programme, 

different hypotheses c on be formulated concerning the probable 

absorption of resources by different State activities, according 

/to t he 
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The short-term estimate of these advantages would be inadequate, 

given the greater probability of idle factors in the export 

sector. 

It is likely that the advantages acquired in the initial 

period would be completely lost in the following stages, owing 

to a contraction of demand. Under the circumstances, • any 

comparison of relative advantages would be hazardous. The 

general criterion could also be applied to the alternative 

possibilities of substitution. The solution lies in a comparison 

of the social marginal productivity of the different alternatives 

providing the relative prices of LAports do not chance in the 

future. However, it is quite likely that a substitution effected 

at the present time in accordance with the boot economic criterion 

could be regarded as anti-economic in the near future. This is 

an invitable problem, since the structure of costs may develop 

in d'.fferent ways in the different countries . 

In practice, the criterion of marginal social productivity 

encounters a series of difficulties. The empyrical criterion of 

analysing, one product for another closely rese:ables the more 

general theory, since substitution is effected in the lines of 

least resistance, ha t is to say, where there are greater 

possibilities of deveicp:iont (relative° advantage of wage levels, 

accessibility and abundance of raw materials, high output-capital 

ratio etc.). 

Brief reforunce will be made to the am.pyrical criterion. 

Having adopted a hypothesis of growth of the gross product and 

another for the capacity to imnrt, probable uhsubstitutable 

imports are estimated to other with other unchanging items of 

the b alance of irafT,;Ivts, with a view to ascertaining.  the 

capacity to import pt-,0,,-!t ially substitutable products. The 

/pro  , 
i sable volume 
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Chile: 
	

Growth of Imports in the Hypotheses  of Substitution 
and Non-Substitution of Consumer  Goods  

1950 1962 InreroroeCreaSae 
Substi- 
tuti221 

No substi-
tution 

Substi- 	No substi- 
tution 	tution 

TIT—I-an:lions of US 
at 1950 prices) 

(as a percentage) 

Consumer goods: 138.1 151.6 269.2 25 96 
Foodstuffs 16'.8a/ 19.2 22.1 14 32 
Raw laaterials 42A-  63.5 88.9 48 10 
Fuels 20'.6 33'.6 49.6 63 141 

J.E.anufaCtures 57',9-  30'.1 108.6 -48 89 
Unspecified 15.1V 5.2 10.7 -66 -29 

Capacity to 
import 2/4.7.3 130.0 '07.0 24 24 

Remainder to 
import capital 
goods 94.1 155.4 27.1 655 -71 

Demand for cap-
itel 
(i-ndtces) 

100.0 227.0 227.0c/ 127 127 

Source: United Nations Ficonorlic Commission for Latin America. 

a/ Does not include extraordinary wheat imports. 

b/ Includes extraordinary wheat imports. 

c/ It was assumed that demand for capital goods would be  
identical in both cases, since the rate of growth is the 
same. 

Having determined the volume of reruirements, the proportion 

to be covered by domestic priduction and the probable develop;10-1t 

of output for exports, the basic elements are available for tho,  

projection of the different ites of the gross notional product. 

Any alteration in these basic elements would naturally involve 

changes in the projections. 

On the basis of the hypothesis cuncerl,ing the elements 

mentioned, as described in Part II of th btudy, projections 

were ;lade by sectors i'or Chilean ecouoy. The ratesof annual 

icrowth corresponding 
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developing economies, positions of over-capacity alternate with 

deficits therein. 

Capital industries play as important a role in a development 

programme as do transport and energy. With a given capacity to 

import capital goods, the possibility of meeting requirements 

for these goods depends on the capacity of domestic manufacturing 

activity to produce them. The acceleration of the rate of output 

of consumer goods depends therefore on the increase foreseen in 

the capacity of capital industries. This emphasizes the need to 

begin by expanding the basis of the economy without attempting 

to accelerate the rate of growth. This same problem, expressed 

in a different way, occurs as a consequence of beginning a 

programme by accelerating the rate of consumption, analysed 

above. In the hypothesis of moderate development in Chile, 

considered in detail in art II of the Study, it will .be seen .  

that -,,here are two distinct phases in the Drojections, namely, 

1953-56 and 1957-62.. During the earlier phase, when development 

is being accelerated, consumption grows less rapidly than 

investr.ent, indicating that the basis of the economy is being 

expanded. During that stage, fundamental deficiencies must be 

eliminated and capital industries strengthened, in order to 

enable the rate of expansion of consumer industries to be 

sharply accelerated in the second stage. In the first phase, 

the growth of capital industries would be .  3.2 times higher than 

consumer industries, whilst in the second, both groups would 

show the same rate of development. 	Thration of the first 

phase is not arbitrary; it is influenced by the degree of 

acceleration of the growth of the economy in the subsequent 

Phase, and also by the rate of growth of the capacity to import 

capital goods. 

/The second 
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Having determined the volume of investments recuired by 

sector, a comparison was made with the data obtained by the 

agcre:te Projection and the availability of the assumptions 

proven. 

In the following table;  for illustrative purposes, the data. 

for net investments in the different sectors of Chilean economy, 

studied in Part 	have been presented together. 

Chile: Inte7ration 7)f Nat Estimated Investments for the 
Different Sectors in the Hypothesis of Moderate  

Devilment 

Percentage In millions of 
pesos at 1950 

prices 

Manufacturingactivities 52;075 33..1 
Crop and livestock production 20;889  13.3 
Transport 22;100 14...0 

Enc17:1 18;200 11'.6 
ResiJential building 15;950 la.1 
COMPGreC and financial srvices b , 700 5.5 

Total 131,907 88.0 

Investments foresoen ti the 
hypothesis of moderate 
development 	a/ 157,200 100.0 

Difference 19,293 12.4 

Source: 	United Nations Economic Commission for Latin America. 

a/ Total of new not investments tn the hypothesis of 
moderate development of Chilean economy. See Table  1, 
Chapter I, Part II. 

The 12 per cent difference between• 	investments by sectors 

and a--_;reL;ete investments, is due to the fact that residual 

activities, oquival,nt t) 10 per cent of the gross national 

prod-act, were not Includ)d. If it is estimated that these 

sectors require investments proportionally with their importance 

in relation to the economy as a whole, the clifrereace will be 

less than 2 Per cent. 
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